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feel great relief at the good news. send relief to flood victims 242.

remedy: a good remedy for a cold. seek a remedy for economic ills.

take actions to remedy this situation 243. remnant: the remnants of

the dinner. some remnant feeling of disgrace 244. revenge: take his

revenge on her for what she has done. revenge himself on his

competitor 245. reverse: do the reverse of what one is expected to do

246. rib: a cracked rib 247. riddle: the answer to a riddle. the riddle of

the universe 248. riot: put down a riot. riot police. The new show is a

riot. crowds rioting in the street 249. ritual: funeral rituals. the ritual

of an opening 250. rival: a rival in business. a dispute between rival

football supporters. Ships can’t rival planes for speed 251. routine:

change their daily routine and lifestyle. a routine medical

examination 252. rumor: I heard a rumor that interest rate will

increase 253. sack: a sack of rice. He got the sack for thieving. sack

his secretary for her incompetence 254. sacrifice: make sacrifices to

pay for his children’s education. give his life as a sacrifice for his

country. sacrifice his life to save the drowning child 255. sake: stop

smoking for the sake of my health. a quarrel only for the sake of

argument 256. sample: take a sample for examination and test. a

sample of his work. sample all kinds of wines 257. sanction: revise a

work without the sanction of the author. take economic sanctions

against the violators of the contract 258. schedule: a train schedule. a



production schedule. The meeting is scheduled on Friday 259.

screen: a television screen. a computer screen. screen her face with

her hands. screen his faults in his work 260. script: write a film script.
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